Enforcive Included in Gartner’s Privileged Access Management Guide
October 6, 2015 – Hackensack, NJ – Gartner, Inc., an information technology research and advisory firm
based in Connecticut, published their 2015 Market Guide for Privileged Access Management. The guide
includes information on data security vendors and includes Enforcive, Inc. (Enforcive) of Hackensack, NJ
in the findings.
The Market Guide for Privileged Access Management was created to display a comparison of services
offered by data security companies around the world. The guide gives an accurate view of specific
vendors and their capabilities as a company. There are four possible product categories that a company
can be classified under: Shared Account Password Management (SAPM), Privileged Session
Management (PSM), Superuser Privilege Management (SUPM), and Application-to-Application Password
Management (AAPM).
Enforcive is the only vendor mentioned in the report providing a SUPM solution for IBM i and IBM z
(mainframe). Gartner Group defines Superuser privilege management (SUPM) as "Allow fine-grained
filtering of commands and actions for administrators."
“Enforcive Enterprise Security provides several software products to manage security on IBM i and IBM z.
Application Access Control is part of the Enforcive Enterprise Security (ES) for IBM i product suite and
selectively restricts privileged users’ remote command execution based on policy and elevates sessions
by swapping to privileged accounts. Other modules within the suite provide functionality for distributing
administration functions through role-based configuration of different functions for different
administrators.” (Gaehtgens and Singh, 2015)
Headquartered in Israel, Enforcive has been in the field of IBM midrange computers since 1998. For
many years Enforcive has been providing cutting edge security solutions on IBM i and IBM z systems. In
recent years it has entered the market with cross-platform security software. The company offers many
data security solutions, some of which include Cross Platform Compliance, Password Self Service, Cross
Platform Audit log management, Field Encryption, Exit Point Security, Firewall Manager and more.
For additional information about Enforcive, please visit www.enforcive.com.
About Enforcive:
Enforcive provides comprehensive security solutions to help businesses reduce workloads satisfy
auditors and improve responsiveness to security threats. For over two decades, Enforcive has been
providing solutions within mission critical environments using platforms including IBM i, System z, AIX,
Linux, and Windows and databases like MS SQ Server, DB2, Oracle, MySQL etc..
Our expertise and commitment to innovation enables us to offer the best of breed solutions to our
customers.
Enforcive Enterprise Security™ for IBM i:
Enterprise Security for IBM i is a comprehensive security and compliance management solution for IBM's
Power i (AS400). With intuitive GUI-controlled security, encryption, reporting and compliance modules,
this software suite enables system administrators and auditors to easily manage security and compliance
tasks efficiently and effectively. Enforcive Enterprise Security has been synonymous with ease of use,
providing security and compliance solutions within mission critical environments.

Enforcive Cross-Platform Audit™ (CPA):
The Cross-Platform Audit (CPA) is an Enterprise Log Management and Database Activity Monitoring
(DAM) tool, for organizations running disparate servers and database platforms. The CPA consolidates
and correlates platform-specific audit events in a single log and makes them available to system
administrators and auditors in an easy-to-use interface. Server Platforms and Databases covered include
OS400, z/OS, Windows, AIX, Solaris Linux, MS SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, MySQL and Progress.

Enforcive Cross-Platform Compliance™ (CPC):
CPC offers an intuitive toolset to check whether existing IT configurations are compliant with
organizational and/or regulatory policies. It helps an organization create, document and maintain a clear
security policy for its IT environment. The CPC allows an organization to define policies into templates.
These templates can then be run to check for compliance in the IT environment of the organization. The
output of the CPC is a log of policy deviations and deviation reports. Policy deviations can be enforced on
the spot or through a scheduled job.
The CPC is available for Windows, Linux, MS SQL Server, Oracle, AIX and IBM i

Enforcive Password Self Service (PSS):
PSS is a cross platform password management tool where passwords can be synchronized across
heterogeneous environment including IBM i, MS Active Directory, AIX, Linux and Open LDAP. In addition
users have the possibility to reset their own password after authenticating themselves by answering
security questions or receiving a token by e-mail/SMS. As such the PSS frees up help desk personnel for
more mission critical tasks and enables the independence of regular users.

For additional information about Enforcive, please visit www.enforcive.com
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